
EE 3025 Dr. Kie�er2 Re 2: Conditional Probability and IndependeneDiretions: Your instrutor will spend the the �rst 40 minutes of the reitation periodworking some review problems and going over one or more Matlab experiments in the fol-lowing. During the last 10 minutes of reitation, your protor will give you a \Lab Form"that your reitation team ompletes, signs, and turns in. See the last page for an indiationof what you will be asked to do on the Lab Form.Due to time limitations, only a part of the following an be overed during the reitationperiod. However, you might want in the future to try some of the unovered experiments onyour own. They ould give skills useful on some future homework problems and ould lendinsight into your understanding of the ourse from an experimental point of view.This Week's Topis.� Estimation of Conditional Probabilities� Simulation of Relay Ciruits� Bayes Method in Matlab2.1 Exp 1: Forward Conditional Probabilities of a ChannelThink of a disrete ommuniation hannel modeled as a box:input X ! hannel ! output YFor eah possible value y of the output Y , and eah possible value x of the input X, we anattempt to estimate the so-alled \forward onditional probability"P (Y = yjX = x)that the output will be y given that the input is x. To do this, we an let the hannel operateon a long sequene of inputs (xi : i = 1; 2; � � � ; n)and observe the resulting sequene of outputs(yi : i = 1; 2; � � � ; n):Then P (Y = yjX = x) � N(x; y)N(x) ;where� N(x) is the number of entries xi of the input sequene (xi) that are equal to x.� N(x; y) is the number of entries (xi; yi) of the input/output sequene f(xi; yi)g thatare equal to (x; y). 1



This experiment illustrates this estimation tehnique for an \additive random noise han-nel," modeled as

input  X

noise  Z

output  Y = X+Z

where the \hannel noise" Z is random and is independent of the input X.2.1.1 Generating Channel Inputs� Exeute the ommands:x = eil(2*rand(1,10000));bar(1:2,hist(x,1:2)/10000)The �rst ommand generates 10000 pseudorandom inputs to the hannel. The seondommand plots the histogram of these inputs. Look at the histogram and answer the fol-lowing questions:� There are two possible hannel inputs: what are they?� Based upon the histogram estimates, what do you think are the theoretial values ofthe two hannel input probabilities?2.1.2 Generating Channel Noise� Exeute the ommands:z=floor(3*rand(1,10000));bar(0:2,hist(z,0:2)/10000)The �rst ommand generates 10000 pseudorandom hannel noise samples. The seondommand plots the histogram of these samples. Look at the histogram and answer thefollowing questions:� There are three possible values for eah hannel noise sample: what are they?� Based upon the histogram estimates, what do you think are the theoretial values ofthe three hannel noise probabilities? 2



2.1.3 Generating Channel Outputs� Exeute the ommands:y=x+z;bar(1:4,hist(y,1:4)/10000)The �rst ommand generates 10000 pseudorandom hannel outputs. The seond om-mand plots the histogram of these outputs. Look at the histogram and answer the followingquestions:� There are four possible values for eah hannel output: what are they?� Based upon the histogram estimates, what do you think are the theoretial values ofthe four hannel output probabilities?2.1.4 Estimating Forward Conditional Probabilities� Exeute the ommands:N1=sum(x==1)N12= sum(x==1 & y==2)N12/N1You will see three numbers on your sreen. The �rst number is how many of the 10000 hannelinputs are equal to 1. The seond number is how many of the 10000 hannel input/outputpairs are equal to (1; 2). The third number is the estimate ofP (Y = 2jX = 1);the onditional probability that the output is 2 given that the input is 1.2.2 Exp 2: Estimating Channel MatrixThis experiment uses the same hannel used in Experiment 1 and ontinues beyond Experi-ment 1.� First, run the following ommand in order that Matlab will simulate 10000 hannelinputs and outputs:x=eil(2*rand(1,10000));z=floor(3*rand(1,10000));y=x+z;You have stored in Matlab memory a vetor x of 10000 simulated hannel inputs, a vetor zof 10000 simulated hannel noise samples, and a vetor y of 10000 simulated hannel outputs.� Exeute the following Matlab sript: 3



t=1:10000;M=zeros(2,4);for i=1:2for j=1:4if sum(x(t)==i)>0M(i,j)=sum(x(t)==i & y(t)==j)/sum(x(t)==i);elseendendendMExamine the 2� 4 matrix M that appears on your omputer sreen. It should be approxi-mately equal to the matrix 1=3 1=3 1=3 00 1=3 1=3 1=3The matrix just given is alled the hannel matrix. So, you have just estimated the hannelmatrix.Here is what the hannel matrix means. For our hannel, we have two possible inputs1; 2 and four possible outputs 1; 2; 3; 4. The hannel matrix has two rows and four olumns,reeting the fat that there are two inputs and four outputs. The element in row i andolumn j of the hannel matrix is P (Y = jjX = i);the onditional probability that the hannel output is equal to j given that the hannel inputis equal to i.� Look at the estimated hannel matrix that you generated on your omputer sreen.Chek that the sum of eah of the two rows is equal to 1. What is the signi�ane ofthis fat?The hannel matrix an be used to de�ne how the hannel operates and does not dependupon whih sequene of hannel inputs is used. Therefore, if you use some other sequene ofhannel inputs to estimate the hannel matrix, we will get roughly the same estimate for thehannel matrix that you got before. Let's hek this property by biasing the hannel inputs1; 2 so that input 1 is used with prob 2=3 and input 2 is used with prob 1=3.! Exeute the following Matlab one-liner:x=1+(rand(1,10000)>2/3);! Generate a histogram of the values of x by exeuting the Matlab one-liner:bar(1:2,hist(x,1:2)/10000)� Does the histogram indiate that the entries 1; 2 of x are appearing with probabilities2=3; 1=3? 4



! Exeute the Matlab sript:x=1+(rand(1,10000)>2/3);z=floor(3*rand(1,10000));y=x+z;t=1:10000;M=zeros(2,4);for i=1:2for j=1:4if sum(x(t)==i)>0M(i,j)=sum(x(t)==i & y(t)==j)/sum(x(t)==i);endendendM � Does the estimated hannel matrix M on your sreen approximately agree with whatyou got before?2.3 Exp 3: Relay CiruitsIn this experiment, you will test the reliability of a relay iruit by doing a simulation ofthe iruit below. Let us suppose that the swithes 1-5 are eah 90% reliable, and that
A B
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they operate independently. Letting pi denote the probability that swith i will work (i =1; 2; 3; 4; 5), we are assuming that pi = 0:90 for eah i. As disussed in lass, let Xi be aRV modeling the ation of swith i; Xi takes the value 1 when swith i works, and takesthe value 0 when swith i doesn't work. Let us all Xi the \state variable for swith i",i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. We want to let the iruit run 10000 times, by repeatedly re-setting thevalues of the state variables. Let the vetors x1; x2; x3; x4; x5 denote the 10000 simulated5



values of state variables X1; X2; X3; X4; X5 that we shall be using, respetively. We want tolet Matlab selet these values for us.! Exeute the Matlab sript:p1=.9; p2=.9; p3=.9; p4=.9; p5=.9;x1=(rand(1,10000)<p1);x2=(rand(1,10000)<p2);x3=(rand(1,10000)<p3);x4=(rand(1,10000)<p4);x5=(rand(1,10000)<p5);We have stored in Matlab memory the information we need to see how well the iruit isoperating. How do we make use of this information to see whether the iruit works (i.e.,passes urrent from point A to point B) in eah of the 10000 trials? Notie that� The iruit works if swithes 1,4 both work.� The iruit works if swithes 2,5 both work.� The iruit works if swithes 1,3,5 all work.� The iruit works if swithes 2,3,4 all work.� The four ases above are the only ases in whih the iruit works.We an generate a binary vetor \out" as follows. If the iruit works on trial i (i =1; � � � ; 10000) then the i-th entry of \out" is 1; otherwise it is 0.! Exeute the Matlab one-liner:out=max([x1.*x4;x2.*x5;(x1.*x3).*x5;(x2.*x3).*x4℄);The frequeny with whih \1" appears in \out" is an estimate of the probability that theiruit works.! Exeute the Matlab one-liner:empprob_iruit_works=mean(out)\empprob" refers to the fat that your estimate is an empirial probability.� Do the experiment again. Does your estimate for the probability that the iruit workshange by muh? (It shouldn't.)� Try the experiment with a di�erent hoie of p1; p2; p3; p4; p5. For example, takep2 = p3 = p5 = 0. Then, you just have swithes 1,4 in series, and we know fromlass the probability the iruit works is p1p2| see if the empirial estimate of theprobability that the iruit works is lose to p1p2.� The key part of our solution to the iruit-heking via simulation problem was theBoolean Matlab expressionout = max([x1: � x4; x2: � x5; (x1: � x3): � x5; (x2: � x3): � x4℄)Give a Boolean Matlab expression that you ould use to test the iruit at the top ofthe next page. 6
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32.4 Exp 4: Bayes Method in MatlabThis experiment shows how Matlab an be used to give an easy implementation of BayesMethod. Bayes Method starts with an array of \forward onditional probabilities"F1 F2 F3E1 P (F1jE1) P (F2jE1) P (F3jE1)E2 P (F1jE2) P (F2jE2) P (F3jE2) (1)and \prior probabilities" P [E1℄; P [E2℄, and then builds the array of \bakward onditionalprobabilities" F1 F2 F3E1 P (E1jF1) P (E1jF2) P (E1jF3)E2 P (E2jF1) P (E2jF2) P (E2jF3) (2)in two steps:Step 1: For eah i, the i-th row of array (1) is multiplied by P (Ei). This yields the arrayof \joint probabilities" F1 F2 F3E1 P (E1 \ F1) P (E1 \ F2) P (E1 \ F3)E2 P (E2 \ F1) P (E2 \ F2) P (E2 \ F3) (3)Step 2: For eah j, the j-th olumn in the array (3) is divided through by its olumn sum.These olumn sums are the P (Fj)'s.! Exeute the Matlab ommands:M_forward = [ 0.23 0.47 0.300.15 0.33 0.52℄;pE = [0.40 0.60℄;M_forward is the matrix of \forward onditional probabilities" (1) that we will operate onusing Bayes rule, and pE is the vetor [P (E1) P (E2)℄ of \prior probabilities".! Exeute the Matlab ommand:N=diag(pE)*M_forward 7



The matrix N that you see printed out on your omputer sreen is the matrix (3) of jointprobabilities.� Chek that the sum of all of the elements of N is equal to one. (Type in a Matlabommand that will do this.)! Exeute the Matlab ommand:sum(N)The vetor that is on your omputer sreen onsists of the olumn sums of the olumns inN . The omponents are also P (Fj)'s, and you should hek that they add up to 1.! Exeute the Matlab ommand:M_bakward = N*inv(diag(sum(N)))The matrix you see on your sreen now should be the matrix of \bakward probabilities"(2). Chek that eah of its olumns sums up to 1.! Exeute the Matlab ommand:pF= pE*M_forwardThe omponents of the vetor pF you see on your sreen are the probabilities P (Fj). Theyare also the olumn sums of N , but we have just obtained them in a more diret way. (Thevetor pF should oinide with the vetor sum(N) found earlier.)� For the hannel matrix1/4 1/2 1/4 00 1/4 1/2 1/4and the hannel input probabilities P (1) = 2=3, P (2) = 1=3, work out the matrix of\bakward probabilities" aording to the Matlab method just given. What are thefour hannel output probabilities? Is there a hannel output for whih the two hannelinputs are equally likely?2.5 Exp 5: Let's Make a DealHere is how the game \Let's Make a Deal" works. Before the ontestant appears, MonteHall hides a new ar behind one of three doors; the door he selets is random. Then theontestant is led in and hooses a door at random as initial guess. The door seleted bythe ontestant is not opened. Instead, Monte opens a door not seleted by the ontestantbehind whih there is no ar. Then, Monte o�ers the ontestant one of two hoies: (1) theontestant an stay with his/her initial hoie of door; or (2) the ontestant swithes his/herguess to the third remaining door. We are going to use Matlab to estimate the probabilitythat the ontestant will win the ar under Strategy (1); then we will use Matlab to estimatethe probability that the ontestant will win the ar under Strategy (2).For onveniene, we number the 3 doors 0,1,2 instead of 1,2,3. Monte Hall's hoie ofdoor to put the ar behind will be modeled as a vetor of length 50000:8



ardoor = floor(3*rand(1,50000));The ontestant's hoie of door under Strategy (1) will be modeled as a vetor of length50000: strategy1door = floor(3*rand(1,50000));Here is a line of ode that will estimate the probability that the ontestant will win the arunder Strategy (1): mean(ardoor==strategy1door)Here are some lines of ode that reate a vetor giving Monte's hoie of door (the door notequal to ardoor or strategy1door):x=ardoor; y=strategy1door;montedoor = rem(x+1,3).*(x==y) + (3-x-y).*(x~=y);To hek that this ode worked, run the three lines of odesum(montedoor==ardoor)sum(montedoor==strategy1door)sum(montedoor==0) + sum(montedoor==1) + sum(montedoor==2)If the 3 answers are 0,0,50000, then the montedoor vetor is the right one. The Strategy (2)door hoie an be omputed as follows:strategy2door = 3-montedoor-strategy1door;Now you estimate how often you get the ar:mean(strategy2door==ardoor)Is Strategy (1) or Strategy (2) the better strategy for playing \Let's Make a Deal"? Wouldyou like to be a ontestant on \Let's Make a Deal"? Let's see if you an use onditionalprobabilities to analyze the eÆay of Strategy (2):� For simpliity, always assume Monte hides the ar behind door 0.� If the ontestent's initial hoie of door is door 0, what is the onditional probabilityhe/she wins the ar under Strategy (2)?� If the ontestent's initial hoie of door is door 1, what is the onditional probabilityhe/she wins the ar under Strategy (2)?� If the ontestent's initial hoie of door is door 2, what is the onditional probabilityhe/she wins the ar under Strategy (2)?Use the law of total probability to take a weighted average of the three onditional probabil-ities you just omputed in order to ompute the probability that the ar will be won underStrategy (2). 9



EE 3025 S2007 Reitation 2 Lab FormName and Student Number of Team Member 1:Name and Student Number of Team Member 2:Name and Student Number of Team Member 3:************************************************************************************Study Experiment 3 on relay systems. I will give you a relay system onsisting of severalomponents, along with the probability that eah omponent is \on". I will give you someMatlab ode to simulate the state of eah omponent over several thousand independenttrials. Based on these simulations, I will ask you to estimate the probability that the relaysystem is operative.
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